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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 8 , we investigated the relationship between the associated primes of
nonzero factors of a uniform injective module over a Noetherian ring and
the right clique of the assassinator, in the case where the clique satisfies
the second layer condition and we introduced the terminology ``represen-
tationally replete'' to refer to primes where every linked prime occurs as
such an associated prime, in the following sense.
 .For a Noetherian ring R, we denote by A P the associated primesn
occurring at the nth layer of a uniform injective, with assassinator P,
 wwhose first layer we can assume is a torsion-free RrP-module see 8, 2.3,
 .x .  .  .2.6 ii for details and we denote by X P the set of primes n y 1n
 w x.``second layer links'' from P see 8, 2.3 . Let P be a prime ideal of a
 . w xNoetherian ring R such that cl. P satisfies the s.l.c. . Then we say 8, 2.13
 .  .that P is right representationally replete rep. rep. in R, provided
`  . `  .  .D X P s D A P and we say that P is right strongly represen-ms 1 m ms1 m
 .  .tationally replete in R, provided X P s A P for each m g N.m m
Having studied this property in several classes of rings, including en-
veloping algebras of solvable Lie algebras and finite dimensional algebras,
w xwe now use Goodearl's classification 4 of the link graph of differential
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operator rings to provide the following sufficient condition for repleteness
in these rings:
COROLLARY 2.16. Let R be a commutati¨ e Noetherian Q-algebra, let
 4  4Q s u , . . . , u be a set of indeterminates and let D s d , . . . , d be a set of1 n 1 n
w xcommuting deri¨ ations on R. Suppose P is a prime ideal of T s R Q; D such
that M s P l R.
 .i If P s MT then P is rep. rep. in T and is strongly rep. rep. if and
only if M is strongly rep. rep. in R.
 .ii If R is a regular local ring, then P is rep. rep. in T.M
In a concluding series of examples, we see that regularity is not a
 .  .  .necessary condition for the repleteness of P 3.2 , although 3.4 and 3.5
show that it cannot be dropped altogether. In the situation of Corollary
2.16, we also provide a sufficient condition for P to be strongly rep. rep.,
 .although this is not a necessary condition either 3.3 .
w xA similar result to Corollary 2.16 will be proved in 9, Theorem 1.2 for
w xOre extensions of the form R u ; s , where R is any commutative Noethe-
rian ring and s is an automorphism on R.
Terminology. Throughout this paper, all rings contain an identity ele-
ment and, by a Noetherian ring, we mean a left and right Noetherian ring.
All modules are unital and are right modules unless otherwise indicated.
 . Given an R-module, M, the annihilator of any subset, X, ann X s r gR
4  .R: Xr s 0 , is also denoted by ann X if the ring is not in doubt. An
associated prime, P of M is an annihilator of a nonzero submodule, N, of
M such that every nonzero submodule of N has annihilator P, while, if M
is uniform, its unique associated prime is termed the assassinator prime.
 . For a subset, I, of R, the annihilator in M of I is ann I s m g M:M
4  .  .mI s 0 . We denote the injecti¨ e hull of M by E M or E M if the ringR
is not in doubt.
If P and Q are prime ideals of a Noetherian ring, we write Q §§ P to
indicate the existence of an ideal link from Q to P and we write Q § P if
the ideal link is in fact a second layer link; further, the right clique of P will
 .  . `  .be denoted r.cl. P and the clique of P by cl. P . The set D A P ofns1 n
 .fundamental primes of P will be denoted Fund P . The second layer
condition and strong second layer condition on prime ideals of Noetherian
rings, will frequently be abbreviated to the s.l.c. and s.s.l.c., respectively. If
R is a right Noetherian ring and C is a right Ore set, we denote the right
. y1Ore localization with respect to C by RC and if R is a commutative
ring with a prime ideal P, we denote the localization at P by R .P
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w xWe also adopt the notation of 2, Section 5; 8, 2.10 : let R be a
Noetherian ring and let P be a prime ideal of R. For n G 1, let
S s F Q,n Q g X P .n
I s S S ??? S l S S ??? S ,n n ny1 1 nq1 n 2
J X s S S ??? S ,n nq1 n 1
J rJ X s the torsion submodule of I rJ X , . RrPn n n n
B P s I rJ , B P s RrP , and .  .n n n 0
B Q, P s b g B P : Qb s 0 for each Q g X P . 4 .  .  .n n nq1
Finally, we use C for the complex numbers, Q for the rationals, and N for
 4the natural numbers, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
2. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR RINGS
Suppose R is a commutative Noetherian Q-algebra, d , . . . , d commut-1 n
w x w xing derivations on R and put T s R u , . . . , u ; d , . . . , d s R Q; D . The1 n 1 n
w xring T satisfies the second layer condition 1, Theorem 7.3 and an explicit
w x description of the link graph of T is provided by 4 . In particular, T
.satisfies the local finiteness condition. In this section we use this descrip-
tion to give a sufficient condition for primes of T to be rep. rep.
Remark 2.1. Let P be a prime ideal of T so P is completely prime by
w x w x.6, Theorem 9.24 , a special case of 16, Corollary 2.6 and put M s P l R
w xand C s R y M. By 3, Lemma 7.3 , M is a prime ideal of R which is
  . .D-in¨ariant that is, D M : M so that MT s TM is an ideal of T and if
 . w xQ g cl. P then Q l R s M. Also, as noted in 4, 1.2 , C is an Ore set in
y1 wT and, writing T for T C , we can identify T with R u , . . . , u ;M M M 1 n
x d , . . . , d , extending the d to R via the quotient rule see, for instance,1 n i M
w x. w x10, Lemma 14.2.7 . By 8, Theorem 3.2 , it is therefore sufficient to
consider the case where R is a local ring with maximal ideal M.
 .Notation 2.2. i We write K s RrM and then, since M is closed
w xunder the action of D, we can form U [ K Q; D ( TrMT and we
 w x.identify these rings where convenient see 4, Lemma 3.1 . Of course,
since U is a domain, MT is a prime of T. We denote
n
W [ a u q ??? qa u : a , . . . , a g K and a d s 0 on K : U,1 1 n n 1 n i i 5
is1
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so that W is a K-subspace of n Ku , and let U be the subring of Uis1 i 0
w xgenerated by K and W. By 4, Lemma 2.3 , U is a commutative domain0
and an affine K-algebra which is closed under the operation of D. After
 4renumbering, if necessary, we may assume that the subset u , . . . , u , of Q1 l
 . nfor some l is a basis for the K-vector space  Ku rW. Now let f beis1 i
the natural projection from n Ku s W [ l Ku onto W and letis1 i is1 i
 .  4w s f u for l q 1 F i F n. Then w , . . . , w forms a basis for W.i i lq1 n
w x w xFurthermore, by 4, Proposition 2.4 , U s U u , . . . , u ; d , . . . , d and0 1 l 1 l
w xU s K w , . . . , w , the ordinary polynomial ring over K in the indeter-0 lq1 n
minates w , . . . , w .lq1 n
If K 9 is an isomorphic copy of K, we let W9 be the K 9-subspace of
n K 9u corresponding to W and wX , . . . , wX be the images ofis1 i lq1 n
w , . . . , w .lq1 n
2  . We note that MTrM T is a U, U -bimodule and that M q
2 . 2 . 2M T rM T U is a right U -submodule of MTrM T. We write P9 s0 0
 . PrMT so P9 is a prime ideal of U and P s P9 l U so P is a prime0 0 0
. w x D-invariant ideal of U . By 4, Theorem 2.9 a special case of the0
w x. ``Passman correspondence'' 15, Theorem 4.3 , contraction Q9 ¬ Q9 l
.  .U and extension Q ¬ Q U are inverse bijections between the prime0 0 0
ideals Q9 of U and the prime D-invariant ideals Q of U . In particular,0 0
P U s P9.0
 . wii To state Goodearl's results, we require the terminology of 4,
x a a aSection 5 . Let K be an algebraic closure of K, let U s U m K and0 0 K
a aw x aidentify U with K w , . . . , w so that U is a K-subalgebra of U and0 lq1 n 0 0
a  2 .a 2 aU is integral over U . Let MrM s MrM m K and identify0 0 K
a 2 2 a a  2 . 2 .U m MrM and MrM m U with K m M q M T rM T U so0 K K 0 K 0
a 2  a a.that U m MrM is a U , U -bimodule, containing a natural copy of0 K 0 0
 2 .a  a.MrM . Then a map « g Hom W, K is an eigen¨alue for W onK
 2 .a  2 .aMrM if and only if there exists a nonzero element m of MrM
 . a 2with wm y mw s « w m in U m MrM for all w g W. Any such m is0 K
 2 .acalled an eigen¨ector for W on MrM with eigen¨alue « . Then, t is«
a a  .  .the unique K -algebra automorphism of U such that t w s w q « w0 « i i i
for i s l q 1, . . . , n and is called a winding automorphism of Ua. It is easy0
 . a 2 a w xto see that tm s mt t in U m MrM for all t g U 4, Lemma 5.5 .« 0 K 0
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a commutati¨ e local Noetherian Q-algebra with
 4maximal ideal M, let Q s u , . . . , u be a set of indeterminates and let1 n
 4D s d , . . . , d be a set of commuting deri¨ ations on R. Suppose P and Q1 n
w xare distinct prime ideals of T s R Q; D such that M s P l R s Q l R. Let
a a  2 .a  .U , W, K, K , U , and MrM be defined as in 2.2 and set P s0 0 0
 .  .PrMT l U and Q s QrMT l U .0 0 0
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 . a ai Let P be a prime of U lying o¨er P . Then Q § P if and only if0 0 0
 2 .a y1 a.there exists an eigen¨alue « for W on MrM such that the prime t P« 0
lies o¨er Q .0
 .  2 .aii Suppose that all eigen¨alues for W on MrM map W into K.
 2 .aThen Q § P if and only if there exists an eigen¨alue « for W on MrM
y1 .such that Q s t P .0 « 0
w x 2  .Proof. By 4, Theorem 1.2 , we can assume that M s 0 and then i
w x  . w  .xfollows from 4, Theorem 5.8 and ii from 4, Theorem 5.11 a .
w xTo complete the description of the links of T , we state 4, Theorem 6.1 .
THEOREM 2.4. Let R be a commutati¨ e Noetherian Q-algebra, let Q s
 4  4u , . . . , u be a set of indeterminates and let D s d , . . . , d be a set of1 n 1 n
w xcommuting deri¨ ations on R. Put T s R Q; D .
 .i E¨ery nonminimal prime of T is linked to itself.
 .ii The minimal primes of T are the ideals MT , where M is a minimal
prime of R. A minimal prime MT is linked to itself if and only if MR / 0.M
To apply Goodearl's results in our context, we need to manoeuvre into a
 .setting where the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 ii holds. For this, it is
 2 .asufficient that all the eigenvectors for W on MrM can be chosen from
MrM 2 and, in fact, we will need this stronger condition in Theorem 2.14.
To this end, we first show that we can assume R to be a complete local
ring. Thus, let R be a commutative Noetherian local ring with maximal
ideal M s r a R, for some a g M. Denote the completion of R at Mis1 i i
w xby R. Then by 12, Corollary 17.6 , there is an isomorphism
w xR x , . . . , x1 r
c : R ( ,r w x x y a R x , . . . , x .is1 i i 1 r
where x , . . . , x are indeterminates.1 r
 r  . ww xx 4If we identify R with the subring s q  x y a R x : s g R , ofis1 i i
 .  .c R , we can then identify c R with the completion R of R.
 w x .The next result is well known. See, for instance, 5, p. 16 .
LEMMA 2.5. Let R be a commutati¨ e Noetherian local ring with maximal
ideal M and let D be a set of commuting deri¨ ations on R. Then D extends
uniquely to a set D of commuting deri¨ ations on the completion R of R at M.
Proof. We adopt the description of R given above. For each d g D,
 .  .  .  .define d 9 x s d a and d 9 s s d s for each 1 F i F r and s g R. Thisi i
ww xxextends D to D9, commuting derivations on R x , . . . , x . Then, since1 r
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r  . ww xx x y a R x , . . . , x is D9-invariant, D9 induces a set D of commut-is1 i i 1 r
ing derivations on R. Now, for each s g R and d g D, we have
r
w xd s q x y a R x s d 9 s s d s , .  .  . i i /
is1
so D extends D to R and this extension is clearly unique.
Notation 2.6. In the situation of Lemma 2.5 and given the differential
w xoperator ring R Q; D , we can extend, by Lemma 2.5, the set D of
commuting derivations on R to a set D of commuting derivations on the
completion R of R at M. We form the differential operator ring T s
w xR Q; D and consider T to be a subring of T. Suppose that P is a prime
ideal of T such that P l R s M. Since RrMR ( RrM, TrPT ( TrP as
rings, so that PT is a prime ideal of T.
LEMMA 2.7. Let R be a commutati¨ e local Noetherian Q-algebra with
 4maximal ideal M, let Q s u , . . . , u be a set of indeterminates and let1 n
 4D s d , . . . , d be a set of commuting deri¨ ations on R. Suppose P is a1 n
w x  .prime ideal of T s R Q; D such that M s P l R. With the notation of 2.6 ,
 .  .i if IrP is a uniform right ideal of TrP then E IrP can be madeT
 .  .into a T-module and, as such, is isomorphic to E ITrPT ;T
 .  .ii P is rep. rep. resp. strongly rep. rep. in T if and only if PT is rep.
 .rep. resp. strongly rep. rep. in T.
n .  4Proof. i Let c g R, so that there is a Cauchy sequence c in R
n  . w xsuch that c ª c. Put E s E IrP and let x g E. By 8, Theorem 2.5 ,T
w xx g E for some i g N, where, in the notation of 8, 2.3 , E is the ith layeri i
i wof E . Then xM s 0 since every prime in the clique of P contains M 3,T
xLemma 7.3 . Now, by the definition of a Cauchy sequence, we can find
 . n m i  . nN c g N such that c y c g M whenever n G m G N c . Thus, x. c s
m Nc.  . nx. c s x. c. Let t g N and, for each 1 F i F t, let i , . . . , i g N , let1 n
c g R and definei
t t
i i Nc . i i1 n i 1 nx . c u ??? u [ x . c u ??? u , . i 1 n i 1 n /
is1 is1
which extends the action of T on E to make E into a T-module.
 .Now let E be the T-module injective hull of E. As noted in 2.6 ,
 .TrPT ( TrP as rings and, hence, as T-modules and so E s E ITrPT .T
wAs a T-module, E s E [ L for some T-module L. Again by 8, Theorem
x2.5 , if x g L then x g E for some i g N and, for the same reason asi
iapplied to E , xM s 0. Now, for all r g R, there exists r g R such thati
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ir y r g M . So xr y xr s 0 g L and it follows that L is a T-module. Since
E is uniform, we must have L s 0 and thus E s E.T
 .  .ii Now, since TrMT ( TrMT , contraction Q ¬ Q l T and ex-
 .tension P ¬ PT are inverse bijections between the prime ideals of T
containing M and of T containing MT. We claim that, for each i g N,
A PT s QT : Q g A P .  . 4i i
and A .
E s E .i i
 .  4  .  4Since A P s P and A P s P , the claim, for i s 1, follows from the1 1
equivalences
e g E m eP s 0 m ePT s 0 m e g E .1 1
 .So suppose that, for some n g N, the claim A is true for all 1 F i F n.
 .  .Now, if Q g A P then Q is an associated prime of ErE . Sonq1 n T
there is a T-submodule, MrE say, of ErE with MrE a fully faithfuln n n
TrQ-module. Since, by the same argument as before, any T-submodule of
E is also a T-module, it is easily seen that MrE is a fully faithfuln
 .  .TrQT-module. So, QT is an associated prime of ErE s ErE .n T n T
 .That is, QT g A PT .nq1
 . w x  .Conversely, if Q g A PT then, by 8, Corollary 2.7 , Q g cl. PTnq1
w xand so, by 3, Lemma 7.3 , Q l R s PT l R s MR. Put Q s Q l T and
then, by the above bijection, Q s QT. Now Q is an associated prime of
 .ErE and so there is a T-submodule, say M, of E with MrE a fullyn T n
faithful TrQ-module and therefore a fully faithful TrQ-module. Thus
 .Q g A P .nq1
 .   .4We have shown that A PT s QT : Q g A P and, that E snq1 nq1 nq1
E , follows easily from the definitions of E and E . This estab-nq1 nq1 nq1
 .lishes A for 1 F i F n q 1 and, hence, by induction, for all i g N.
To complete the proof we need to show that, for each i g N,
r.cl. PT s QT : Q g r.cl. P .  . 4T T
and
Q g X P m QT g X PT . .  .i i
Clearly, it suffices to show that
Q § P in T m QT § PT in T . B .
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w x < . <Now, by 8, Lemma 2.1 , Q § P in T if and only if Q l P rQP isT r PT r Q
<faithful on both sides, while QT § PT in T if and only if QT lT r QT
. < < .  . <PT rQTPT s Q l P Tr QP T is faithful on both sides.T r PT T r PTT r QT
 . <Suppose Q l P rQP is not faithful and let t g T y P such thatT r P
 .  . Q l P t : QP. Then t g T y PT while Q l P Tt : QPT so that Q l
.  . <P Tr QP T is not faithful.T r PT
 .  . <Conversely, suppose Q l P Tr QP T is not faithful and let t gT r PT
 .T y PT such that Q l P Tt : QPT. Since T s T q MT , we can find
 .  .s g T such that s q MT s t q MT. Then s f P while Q l P s : QPT
 . <l T s QP so that Q l P rQP is not faithful.T r P
 .Since a similar argument holds on the left, we see that B holds,
completing the proof of the lemma.
Notation 2.8. For any ring S containing a copy L9 of a field L of which
Ã Ã ÃL is an extension field, we can form the ring S s S m L, where theL
L-module action on S is given by L9. We will usually identify S m L withL
ÃS and regard S as a subring of S.
So, for instance, let R be a commutative local Noetherian Q-algebra
with maximal ideal M. For the purposes of studying repleteness, we can
assume, by Lemma 2.7, that R is complete and then, by Cohen's theorem
w x17, Chap. VIII, Section 12, Theorem 27 , R must contain a copy K 9 of
K s RrM an isomorphism being given by the restriction to K 9 of the
.canonical epimorphism from R to RrM . Indeed, whenever R contains
Ã Ãsuch a copy and K is any extension field of K, we can form R as above.
We are interested in the case where the extension is finite algebraic and,
Ãin order to replace R with R, it is necessary to extend the derivations D
Ãto R.
Now, it is well known that derivations on a field extend uniquely to
wcommuting derivations on any separable algebraic extension field 17,
xChap. II, Section 17, Corollary 29 to Theorem 39 and so, for instance, the
induced derivations on K s RrM extend uniquely to commuting deriva-
Ãtions on K. In fact, since the characteristic of K is zero, R being a
Q-algebra, and since any algebraic extension of a field of characteristic
zero is separable, the next lemma shows that the derivations, D, of R,
Ãextend to derivations on R, even though K 9 is not in general closed under
the action of D.
LEMMA 2.9. Let S be a ring and let D be a set of commuting deri¨ ations
Ãon S. Suppose that S contains a copy of a field L of which L is a separable
Ã Ã Ãalgebraic extension and let S s S m L. Then D extends uniquely to a set D ofL
Ãcommuting deri¨ ations on the ring S.
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ÃProof. Suppose x g L and, for 0 F i F n, let a g L such thati
n a X i is a minimal polynomial for x. We let L9 be the copy of Lis0 i
contained in S and denote by l9 the image in L9 of each element l of L.
ÃIf g is to be a derivation on S, we require that
n
i iy1X Xg a m 1 1 m x q i a m 1 1 m x g 1 m x s 0 .  .  .  .  . . i i
is0
and, hence,
y1n n
iX iy1g 1 m x s y g a m 1 1 m x ? 1 m ia x , .  .  . i i
is0 is0
where the denominator is nonzero by the separability of the extension
ÃL : L. So, for each d g D, we require to define a derivation such that
y1n n
X i iy1Ãd r m x s d r m x y rd a m x ? 1 m ia x A .  .  .  . i i
is0 is0
Ã Ãand to extend this to S s S m L by additivity and the product rule forL
Ã Ãderivations. Assuming that d is a well-defined derivation on S, we will
require that
Ãd s m 1 s d s m 1 B .  .  .
Ã Ãso that, identifying S m L with S, d extends the action of d to S.L
ÃEvidently d will be the unique such derivation.
 .Rather than verify directly that the definition A gives rise to a set of
Ãwell-defined commuting derivations on S, we first restrict our attention to
Ã  .the case where L s L x , a simple separable algebraic extension. As
above, we assume that n a X i is the minimal polynomial for x and thatis0 i
Ã Ã .  .  .  .a s 1. For each s g S, we define d 1 m x and d s m 1 as in A and Bn
and then set
Ã m Ã m my1 Ãd s m x [ d s m 1 1 m x q s m mx d 1 m x C .  .  .  .  .  .
for each m G 0. We observe that, since d is a derivation on S,
m l m l m lÃ Ã Ãd s m x r m x s d s m x r m x q s m x d r m x D .  .  .  .  .  .  .
and
m m m mÃ Ã Ãd s m x q r m x s d s m x q d r m x E .  .  .  .  .
for s, r g S and l, m G 0.
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Next, since the minimal polynomial for x has degree n, each element t
Ã ny1 iof S can be expressed uniquely in the form t s  s m x for someis0 i
Ã .s , . . . , s g S. Thus, we can extend our definition, C , to S by setting0 ny1
ny1 ny1
i iÃ Ãd s m x [ d s m x . F . . i i /
is0 is0
Ã Ã ÃTo see that d is a derivation on S, we note that, for t and t g S,1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .d t q t s d t q d t by E and F while d t t s d t t q t d t1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .by a straightforward calculation applying D to F .
Ã Ã ÃIf, d and d g D, then we can form the derivations d and d on S by1 2 1 2
 .  .the above. Since d and d commute, it is easy to see from A , B , and1 2
Ã Ã Ã .C that d and d commute. Thus, we have extended D to a set D of1 2
Ã Ã  .commuting derivations on S in the case where L s L x .
Ã  .Now let L s L B be an arbitrary separable algebraic extension of L
and let I be the set of all subsets, B , of B such that D can be extended toa
 .a set of commuting derivations D on S s S m L B . The set I isa a L a
nonempty since it contains the empty set. If B : B then D extends Da b b a
from S to S . It follows that any ascending chain in I has an uppera b
bound in I and so, by Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal element B9 in I.
 .Let S9 s S m L B9 and let D9 be the set of commuting derivationsL
 .  .extending D to S9. If L B9 / L B , then there exists an element y g
 .  .L B9 y L B and, by the above argument, D9 can be extended to a set D0
  4.of commuting derivations on L B9 j y . This contradicts the maximality
 .  .of B9 in I and it follows that L B9 s L B .
We have thus shown that D can be extended to a set of commuting
Ã Ã Ã Ãderivations D on S s S m L, where L is any separable algebraic exten-L
sion of L.
Remark 2.10. In particular, consider the case where R is a commuta-
tive local Noetherian Q-algebra with maximal ideal M, R contains a copy
Ãof K s RrM and K is a finite algebraic extension of K. Assuming that
Ã wthis extension is finite, R is again Noetherian. Further, by 14, Theorem
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãx  .  .  .  .7.2.5 , M m K s J R m K : J R , while R m K r M m K ( K mK K K K K
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .K ( K so that J R : J R m K s M m K. Thus R is local. Further-K K
Ãw xmore, if R is complete then, by 17, Chap. VIII, Section 6, Theorem 15 , R
is complete.
Notation 2.11. In the situation of Remark 2.10 and given the differen-
w xtial operator ring R Q; D , we can extend, by Lemma 2.9, the set D of
Ãcommuting derivations on R to a set D of commuting derivations on the
Ã Ã Ã Ãw xring R and we form the differential operator ring T s R Q; D . Finally we
put
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãw x w xU s K w , . . . , w ( U m K , U s K Q ,D ( TrMT0 lq1 n 0 K
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these isomorphisms hold, since the K-module action on RrM arising
through multiplication in R by K 9 coincides with the ring multiplication in
.RrM and, where convenient, we will identify these isomorphic rings. We
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãnote that, as K vector spaces, T ( T m K and U ( U m K ; however,K K
 .since neither T nor U are K-algebras K not being central, in general the
right-hand sides do not automatically have a ring structure.
In Lemma 2.13, we show that, for the purpose of finding sufficient
Ãconditions for repleteness in T , we can instead look at the ring T , although
Ãthe lemma does not show that repleteness in T is necessary for repleteness
in T. First we require the following well known result.
LEMMA 2.12. Let S : V be rings with V a free module. If E is anS V
injecti¨ e module, then E is injecti¨ e.S
Proof. We suppose that I is a right ideal of S and consider f g
 .Hom I, E . Define the V-homomorphism, f 9: IV ª E, in the obviousS
 .way. We can extend f 9 to f 0 g Hom V, E and then, by restricting f 0 toV
S, we see that E is injective.S
LEMMA 2.13. Let R be a commutati¨ e local Noetherian Q-algebra with
 4maximal ideal M, let Q s u , . . . , u be a set of indeterminates and let1 n
 4D s d , . . . , d be a set of commuting deri¨ ations on R. Suppose R contains1 n
Ãa copy of the field K s RrM of which K is a finite algebraic extension and let
Ã  . w xT be constructed as in 2.11 . Suppose P is a prime ideal of T s R Q; D with
M s P l R.
Ã .i There is a prime ideal, P, of T such that P l T s P and P is
Ãminimal o¨er PT.
Ã .  .ii If some such P is rep. rep. resp. strongly rep. rep. in T , then P is
 .rep. rep. resp. strongly rep. rep. in T.
 .  .Proof. i Adopting Notation 2.2 i , we put P9 s PrMT and P s0
ÃP9 l U . Then, since R is a Q-algebra, the characteristic of K is zero, K is0
wa separable extension of K, and so 17, Chap. VII, Section 11, Corollary,
xp. 226 shows that
Ã ÃP U s P K s P l ??? l P0 0 0 10 t0
Ã Ã wfor some primes P , . . . , P of U , minimal over P U . By 6, Lemma10 t0 0 0 0
Ãx2.20 , each P is D-invariant. Now,i0
ÃP s P U l U s P l U l ??? l P l U s P l ??? l P .  .0 0 0 0 10 0 t0 0 10 t0
 .for prime ideals P s P l U of U . We claim that P s P for eachi0 i0 0 0 0 i0
 .i. For, if there is any j for which P m P then, denoting by C I the set0 j0 S
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of elements of a ring S regular modulo the ideal I, we see that P lj0
Ã .  .  .C P / B. In this case, since C P : C P U , we have P lÃU 0 U 0 U 0 0 j00 0 0Ã Ã .C P U / B, contradicting the minimality of P over P U . It followsÃU 0 0 j0 0 00
that P s P for every i.0 i0
Ã X Ã w xWrite UP s P , which is a prime ideal of U by 4, Theorem 2.9 , andi0 i
Ã Ã Xlet P be the prime of T such that P rMT s P . Then, for each i,i i i
X ÃP l T rMT s P l U s UP l U. .i i i0
w xNow, since P is completely prime 6, Theorem 9.24 , P l T is a primei i
Ã wideal of T and, hence, UP l U is a prime ideal of U. So, by 4, Theoremi0
x2.9 , we see that
Ã Ã ÃUP l U s U UP l U l U s U UP l U . .  .i0 i0 0 i0 0
On the other hand,
Ã ÃPrMT s UP s UP s U P l U s U UP l U l U .  /0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0
Ãs U UP l U , .i0 0
w xwhere we have again applied 4, Theorem 2.9 for the first and fourth
equalities. We thus obtain, for each i,
Ã ÃP l T rMT s UP l U s U UP l U s PrMT , .  .i i0 i0 0
so that P l T s P and we can take P s P for any i. Now,i i
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃPTrMT s UP U s UP s UP U0 0 0 0
Ãs U P l ??? l P .10 t0
Ã Ãs UP l ??? l UP10 t0
s PX l ??? l PX1 t
Ã Ãs P rMT l ??? l P rMT1 t
Ãs P l ??? l P rMT .1 t
Ãso that PT s P l ??? l P . As above, P l T s P for each i and we see1 t i
Ã Ãthat the P are the primes of T minimal over PT. Further, since thei
Ã wextension T : T satisfies the incomparability property for prime ideals 6,
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ÃxTheorem 10.6 , no prime of T strictly containing one of the P cani
contract to P. We will, for convenience, take P to be P .1
Ã .ii As we have seen, every prime of T contracts to a prime of T
Ãand, for every prime of T , there is a prime of T which contracts to it. So,
Ãby the incomparability property mentioned above, for any prime Q of T ,
ÃCl.K.dim TrQ s Cl.K.dim Tr Q l T . A .  . . .
Ã .  .Now let V be a uniform submodule of TrP and put E s E V .Ã ÃT r P . T
ÃSince T is free, it follows, from Lemma 2.12, that E is an injectiveT
T-module. Let Q be an associated prime of E . We claim thatT
Q s P . B .
By the choice of Q, we can find e g E such that eT is a fully faithful
Ã ÃTrQ-module. Now, eT l V is a fully faithful TrP-module and so Q : P
w x  .l T s P. On the other hand, by 8, Theorem 2.5 there exists a r.cl. P -
Ã nq1 Ã .semiprime ideal, I, of T such that I : ann eT for some n g N. So
 .nq1 nq1I l T : I l T : Q and, hence, I l T : Q. It follows that we
 . wcan find a prime A in r.cl. P such that A l T : Q : P. However, by 8,
x  .Remark 2.2 and A ,
Ã ÃT T T
Cl.K.dim s Cl.K.dim s Cl.K.dim /  /  /A l T A P
T T
s Cl.K.dim s Cl.K.dim /  /P l T P
 .and we see that A l T s Q s P, establishing B .
  ..Thus, P is the unique associated prime of E V and, therefore, asÃT T
 . l lT-modules, E s E V s [ E for some uniform injectives E eachÃ lg LT
with assassinator prime P and some index set L. We observe that, as
T-modules,
ann P s annl P . C .  .  .[E E
lgL
Ã  .For, if e g E and eP s 0 then ePT s 0 so we have e P l ??? l P s 0.1 t
 .If e P / 0 then e P l V / 0 and so P l ??? l P : P which is1 1 2 t 1
impossible. Thus e P s e P s 0. Conversely, if c g E and c P s 0 then1
 .clearly cP s c P l T s 0.
 .lNow suppose e g ann P for some l g L and that et s 0 for someE
Ãt g T y P. Clearly, t g T y P so that t is regular modulo P since P is
 .  .completely prime. By C , e g ann P so, by the torsion-freeness ofE
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  ..   ..ann P , we see that e s 0. Thus, ann P is torsion-free forÃE T r P l T r PE
each l. We can then assume that each lE is the injective hull of a uniform
w xright ideal of TrP so that 8, Theorem 2.5 applies. In particular, the
fundamental primes are identical for each lE.
As before, we write E and lE for the k th layers of E and lE ,Ãk k T T
respectively. Then, viewing E as a T-module, we claim that, for eachk
k g N,
 .  .a A P s Q l T : Q g A P 4 .k k
 .D
 . lb E s E .[k k
lgL
 .  .By B and C , the claim is true for k s 1 and we assume it for all
 .1 F k F n for some n g N. We note that, as seen in i , Q is minimal over
Ã Ã .Q l T T for any prime Q of T.
 .  .a Let Q g A P . Then there exists e g E y E such thatnq1 n
eQ : E . Writing e s [ e , where each e glE and only finitely manyn lg L l l
 .are nonzero, we have, by the induction hypothesis on D.b ,
e Q l T : lE . .[ [l n
lgL lgL
l l  . lSo, for some l, e g E y E while e Q l T : E . Consequently, Q ll n l n
 .  . w xT : Q9 for some Q9 g A P : X P . Again, by 8, Remark 2.2 andnq1 nq1
 .A ,
Ã ÃT T T
Cl.K.dim s Cl.K.dim s Cl.K.dim /  /  /Q l T Q P
T T
s Cl.K.dim s Cl.K.dim , /  /P Q9
 .so that Q l T s Q9 g A P .nq1
Ã .On the other hand, suppose Q g A P . We can write QT snq1
Q l ??? l Q for some l g N and where each Q l T s Q. Now, if we fix1 l i
m g L then there exists some e g mE ymE such that e Q : mE . Wem n m n
now put
e if m s lme sl  0 otherwise
 .and e s [ e , and, by the induction hypothesis on D.b , we see thatlg L l
Ã leQ ??? Q : e Q ??? l Q s eQT : E s E . . [1 l 1 l n n
lgL
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& &
 .Now, if eQ : E then Q : Q for some Q g A P ; but then1 n 1 1 1 nq1
&
Q l T g A P : cl. P .  .1 nq1
&
w xand so by 8, Remark 2.2 Q s Q l T s Q l T. Thus, since the exten-1 1
Ãsion T : T satisfies the incomparability property for prime ideals, we see&
 .that Q s Q g A P . If eQ ­ E , then we can suppose by induction1 1 nq1 1 n
that, for some 1 F a F l y 1, eQ ??? Q ­ E while eQ ??? Q : E .1 a n 1 aq1 n
 .  .In this case, Q g A P . Thus we find Q g A P such that Q laq1 nq1 nq1
 .T s Q, completing the induction step for D.a .
 .b Now choose e g E y E . Again we write e s [ e , wherelg Ln l
only finitely many e are nonzero, and note that, by the induction hypothe-l
 . l lsis on D.b , e g E y E , for some l. Suppose e g E . Then we canl n nq1
 4  .find a subset Q : j g J of A P , for some finite index set J, such thatj nq1
 .e F Q : E . Thenjg J j n
e ? Q l T :lE . .[ Fl j n
lgL jgJ
 .  .Now, for each j g J, we have seen by D.a that Q l T g A P :j nq1
 .  . l wX P while, for each l, e ? F Q l T : E and so, by 8, Theo-nq1 l jg J j n
 .x lrem 2.5 ii , e g E . We conclude thatl nq1
E : lE .[nq1 nq1
lgL
Conversely, suppose that, for each l, e g lE where only finitelyl nq1
many are non-zero. Put e s [ e . For each l we can find finitely manylg L l
j l j j jl . l jlf g E such that e s  f and where f P : E for some P gl l j l l n
 . jA P . It suffices to show that, for each l and j, f g E . So we fix lnq1nq1 l
 . j jl .and j and note that, by the induction hypothesis on D.b , f P : E .l n
jl Ã jl jl jlNow PT s P l ??? l P , where the P are the primes which contract1 s r
to jlP. Clearly, j f ? F jl P : E . By the same argument as before, one ofl r r n
jl jl  .the P , say P , must be in A P . In fact, we claim thatr ¨ nq1
j f ? jl P : E . E .Fl r n
jl  ..P gA Pnq1r
For, if this is not the case, then since certainly
j f ? jl P ? jl P : E ,F l r r n
jljl   ..P fA P  ..P g A P nq1rnq1r
we would deduce that  jl jl P is contained in a prime in P f A  P .. rr nq1
 . jl  .A P . So, for instance, we would have P : Q g A P for somenq1 u nq1
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jl  . jlP f A P . Then, since P and Q are both in the clique of P and,u nq1 ¨
w xby 8, Remark 2.2 ,
Ã Ã ÃT T T
Cl.K.dim. s Cl.K.dim. F Cl.K.dim. .jl jl / /  /QP P¨ u
jl jl  .However, since P l T s P l T , we see from A that¨ u
ÃT T T
Cl.K.dim. s Cl.K.dim. s Cl.K.dim.jl jl jl /  / /P P l T P l T¨ ¨ u
ÃT
s Cl.K.dim. .jl /Pu
jl  .  .Thus P s Q g A P , which contradicts our assumption, and so Eu nq1
 . w  .x jis proved. It follows from E and 8, Theorem 2.5 ii that f g E ,l nq1
 .  .completing the induction step of D.b and therefore the proof of D for
all k g N.
2 1 1 ÃFinally, we observe that, given primes P § P in T and a prime P of T
1 Ã 1 .minimal over PT , we can apply D.a with P s P and k s 2 to produce a
2 2 Ã 1 1 .  .prime P minimal over PT which is in A P : X P . Again, given2 2
2 1 Ã 1 2 .primes P § P in T we apply D.a with P s P to see that P l T §
1 P l T. So, by induction on these arguments, we deduce that, for all
k g N,
X P s Q l T : Q l X P F 4 .  .  .k k
Ã .and any such Q is minimal over Q l T T.
 .  .  .Part ii of the lemma follows easily from D.a and F .
Having reduced, by Remark 2.1, to the case where R is a commutative
local Noetherian Q-algebra with maximal ideal M and, by Lemma 2.7, to
the case where R contains a copy of RrM, Remark 2.10 and Lemma 2.13
will allow us to remove, in Corollary 2.16, the technical hypothesis from
 .  .parts ii and iii of the following theorem, that all the eigenvectors for W
 2 .a 2on MrM can be chosen from MrM .
THEOREM 2.14. Let R be a commutati¨ e local Noetherian Q-algebra with
 4maximal ideal M, let Q s u , . . . , u be a set of indeterminates and let1 n
 4D s d , . . . , d be a set of commuting deri¨ ations on R. Suppose P is a1 n
w xprime ideal of T s R Q; D such that M s P l R.
 .i If P s MT then P is rep. rep. in T and is strongly rep. rep. if and
only if M is strongly rep. rep. in R.
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 .  .ii Suppose that, with the notation of 2.2 , all the eigen¨ectors for W
 2 .a 2on MrM can be chosen from MrM . If R is a regular local ring, then P
is rep. rep. in T.
 .  .iii Suppose that, with the notation of 2.2 , all the eigen¨ectors for W
 2 .a 2  2 .on MrM can be chosen from MrM and that MrM is generatedR r M
by the eigen¨ectors for W. If R is a regular local ring containing a copy K 9 of
K s RrM such that each element of K 9 commutes with each element of W9
  X X 4.or, equi¨ alently, with each of w , . . . , w , then P is strongly rep. rep.lq1 n
in T.
 .  .Proof. We first note that X P : X P for each i g N, providedi iq1
every prime in the right clique of P is linked to itself we call such links,
. w xtri¨ ial links . In this case, and in the notation of 8, 2.10 , S = S andi iq1
I S S ??? S l S S ??? S S ??? Sm m my1 1 mq1 m 2 mq1 2s s A .XJ S S ??? S S ??? Sm mq1 m 1 mq1 1
 .for each i and m g N. By Theorem 2.4, A will hold except when
P s MT s 0.
 .  t tq1.i Since M rM is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies ofR
RrM for each t g N, M tTrM tq1T is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies
of TrMT as a right or left T-module. Thus,
M tTrM tq1T is torsion-free as a left or right TrMT module. B .
Since the prime MT of T can be linked to no other prime any such prime
w xwould necessarily contain MT by 3, Lemma 7.3 and so it would equal
w x.MT by the incomparability result of 8, Remark 2.2 , MT is always rep.
  .rep. in T. Of course, if it is not linked to itself that is, by B or Theorem
 . .  .  .2.4 ii , if it is zero , it will be strongly rep. rep. Since, by B , B MT sm
X  .  .I rJ , in the case where MT is self-linked, A becomes B MT , MT sm m m
 . my 1 m w xB MT s M TrM T. We thus see, from 8, Theorem 2.11 , that MTm
fails to be strongly rep. rep. precisely when M my 1T s M mT for some
m G 3 but MT / 0, that is, when M m s 0 for some m G 2 but M / 0.
 . w xPart i of the theorem now follows from 8, Theorem 2.15 .
 .From i , the prime MT is certainly strongly rep. rep. when R is regular
and we can now restrict our attention to the case where P / MT. In
 .particular, as noted at the start of the proof, the identity A holds. We
 2 .aalso assume that the eigenvectors for W on MrM can be chosen from
2  .MrM . Suppose that Q g X P and that Q is linked to P by mmq 1
 .nontrivial links. We wish to show first that Q g Fund P .
w xLet P9 s PrMT, so that P9 is a prime ideal of U s K Q; D , and recall
w x  .  .that, by 4, Theorem 2.9 , P9 s P9 l U U. By Theorem 2.3 ii ,0
QrMT l U s ty1 P9 l U , C .  .  .0 f q ??? qf 01 m
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where t is the winding automorphism given by some f , . . . , f gf q ??? qf 1 m1 m
 4 2« , . . . , « , the set of all eigenvalues for W on MrM . Thus, putting1 t
 y1  ..C s t P9 l U U we have Q9 s QrMT s C . Now, we canm f q ??? qf 0 m1 m
find g , . . . , g g M y M 2 such thatf f1 m
wg y g w q M 2T s f w g q M 2T .f f j fj j j
for each w g W and 1 F j F m. From this and the definition of the
2  . 2winding automorphism t , wg q M T s g t w q M T for all w g U .f f f f 0j j j j
 .  . m mq1It follows from C that, in the U, U -bimodule M TrM T ,
C g ??? g q M mq 1T U ty1 P9 l U g ??? g q M mq 1T . .m f f f q ??? qf 0 f f1 m 1 m 1 msmq 1 mq1M T M T
U g ??? g P9 l U q M mq 1T . .f f 01 m: mq 1M T
M mP9 q M mq 1T
: ,mq 1M T
from which we conclude that
Qg ??? g : M mP : S ??? S . D .f f mq1 11 m
 .  m . mq 1ii Suppose henceforth that R is regular. Now M P l R s M
w x mq 1while we see from 13, Section 4.6, Lemma 3 that g ??? g f M .f f1 m
Therefore, g ??? g f M mP and the bimodulef f1 m
mg ??? g T q M Pf f1 mG s E .m mM PTrQ TrP
is nonzero. Now, we have already noted that M mTrM mq 1T is a free right
TrMT-module and so M mTrM mP is a free right TrP-module. Since
 . w xG is a nonzero submodule, it must be faithful. By 6, Lemma 12.3 ,m T r P
then, G has subbimodules G9 ) G0 such that G9rG0 is a torsion-freem
right TrP and a torsion-free left TrQ9-module for some prime ideal Q9 of
w  .x  .  .T with Q : Q9. Of course, by 8, Remark 2.8 ii Q9 g Fund P : cl. P .
 .However, Q g cl. P also and consequently Q s Q9 by the incomparabil-
w x  .ity condition of cliques 8, Remark 2.2 , establishing that Q g Fund P .
 .Part ii of the theorem follows.
 .iii Now, we assume that R contains a copy K 9 of K and we write
w xK 9 Q for the set of polynomials in Q over K 9, where the coefficients are
on the left. This set is contained in T and, as a left K-module is
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w xisomorphic to U s TrMT s K Q; D . Furthermore, as left K-modules,
w x w xT s MT q K 9 Q . For each i g N, we write, in the notation of 8, 2.10 ,
X w x X XD s S l K 9 Q . Then, S s MT q D and D is a left K-submodule ofi i i i i
w xK 9 Q isomorphic to D s S rMT. We assume also the other hypothesesi i
 .of iii .
For each 1 F j F t, let m g MrM 2 be the eigenvector corresponding toj& &
2the eigenvalue « with m g M such that m q M s m . Then, for eachj j j j
i g N,
& &
2 2D m q M T U D l U m q M T .i j i 0 js2 2M T M T
&
2Um D l U q M T .j iy1 0: 2M T
MU D l U q M 2T .iy1 0: 2M T
MD q M 2Tiy1s .2M T
Thus, since the m generate MrM 2,j
S M : MS s M 2T q MDX .i iy1 iy1
An induction argument now shows that, for any s and t g N with 1 F t F s,
S S ??? S s MT q DX MT q DX ??? MT q DX .  .  .s sy1 t s sy1 t
s DX ??? DX q MTDX ??? DX q ??? qM sq1ytT . F .s t sy1 t
 .  .Recalling that identity A holds, it follows from F that
I S ??? S DX ??? DX q MTDX ??? DX q ??? qM mTm mq1 2 mq1 2 m 2s s .X X X X X mq1J S ??? S D ??? D q MTD ??? D q ??? qM Tm mq1 1 mq1 1 m 1
G .
Since Q is m nontrivial links from P but is self-linked, we have to show
 .that Q g A P for each k g N. Since we are assuming that eachmq k
element of K 9 commutes with each of wX , . . . , wX , the left K-modulelq1 n
w x w x w xisomorphism from K Q; D to K 9 Q , restricted to U s K w , . . . , w , is0 lq1 n
X w X X xa ring isomorphism to the commutative subring U s K 9 w , . . . , w0 lq1 n
of T.
Now, in U X ,0
DX l U X DX l U X s DX l U X DX l U X H .  .  .  .  .1 0 k 0 k 0 1 0
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w x for any k g N. On the other hand, we see from 4, Theorem 2.9 see
 ..2.2 i , that
P T P T P U X q MT0s l U s l0 /  /MT MT MT MT MT MT
and, hence,
P s T P l U X q MT s T DX l U X q MT . I .  .  .0 1 0
w xWe can also deduce from 4, Theorem 2.9 that
S S T S U X q MT Tk k k 0s l U s l0 /  /MT MT MT MT MT MT
and, hence,
X X w xS s S l U T q MT s S l U K 9 Q q MT . .  .k k 0 k 0
X X  X. w x w xSince U K 9 s K 9U , S l U K 9 Q : K 9 Q and so0 0 k 0
X w x X w x X X w xD s S l K 9 Q s S l U K 9 Q s D l U K 9 Q . J .  .  .k k k 0 k 0
 .  .  .Combining H , I , and J , we deduce that
X X X X w x XPD s T D l U S l U K 9 Q q MTD .  .k 1 0 k 0 k
X X X w x Xs T S l U D l U K 9 Q q MTD .  .k 0 1 0 k
: S P .k
 .It follows from this and from D that
Qg ??? g DX ??? DX : M mPDX ??? DX : M mDX ??? DX P : S ??? S ,f f k 2 k 2 k 2 mqk 11 m
X X w xwhile L [ g ??? g D ??? D : S ??? S . By 8, Theorem 2.11 , it isf f k 2 mqk 21 m
thus sufficient to show that there is no u g T y P with Lu : S ??? S .mq k 1
 .We now apply F with s s m q k and t s 1 and note that, since L :
M mT , we can assume, for a contradiction, that
Lu : M mTDX ??? DX q ??? qM mq ky1TDX q M mq kT .k 1 1
mq 1 w xNow, since R is regular, L ­ M T. Since T s MT q K 9 Q; D , we can,
w xof course, insist that u g K 9 Q; D and then
Lu s g ??? g DX ??? DX u : M mTDX ??? DX .f f k 2 k 11 m
We deduce that DX ??? DX u : DX ??? DX , whereby u g DX : P. This es-k 2 k 1 1
 .tablishes part iii of the theorem.
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 . 2Remark 2.15. With the notation of 2.2 , we note that MrM is a
 . w xright module over U s K w , . . . , w , where the action of the w is0 lq1 n i
given by
m q M 2 ? w [ w m y mw q M 2 . i 1 1
for each m g M. Under the assumption that all eigenvectors for W on
 2 .a 2  .MrM can be chosen from MrM , the hypothesis of Theorem 2.14 iii ,
 2 .that MrM is generated by the eigenvectors for W, is equivalent toR r M
 2 .requiring that the module MrM be semisimple.U0
We are now in a position to deduce the main result of Section 2.
COROLLARY 2.16. Let R be a commutati¨ e Noetherian Q-algebra, let
 4  4Q s u , . . . , u be a set of indeterminates and let D s d , . . . , d be a set of1 n 1 n
w xcommuting deri¨ ations on R. Suppose P is a prime ideal of T s R Q; D such
that M s P l R.
 .i If P s MT then P is rep. rep. in T and is strongly rep. rep. if and
wonly if M is strongly rep. rep. in R; this case is characterised in 8, Theorem
x2.15 .
 .ii If R is a regular local ring, then P is rep. rep. in T.M
 .iii Let R denote the completion at MR , put K s R rMR andM M M M
a Ãwrite K for an algebraic closure of K. Let K be a finite algebraic extension of
 .K such that, with the notation of 2.2 , all the eigen¨ectors for W on
2 a 2 Ã .  .MR rM R m K can be chosen from MR rM R m K. SupposeM M K M M K
2 Ã . . <that MR rM R m K is generated by the eigen¨ectors for W. If RÃKM M K M
is a regular local ring and if there exists an image K 9 of K in R such that eachM
element of K 9 commutes with each element of W9 or, equi¨ alently, with each
 X X 4.of w , . . . , w , then P is strongly rep. rep. in T.lq1 n
Proof. By Remark 2.1, it is sufficient to assume that R is a local ring
 .with maximal ideal M and we do so. We note that part i is then just part
 .  .  .i of Theorem 2.14. We consider parts ii and iii .
 .Put K s RrM and suppose R is regular. Then, in the notation of 2.6 ,
w xthe completion R is regular 13, Section 5.6, Corollary 7 . By Cohen's
w xstructure theorem 17, Chap. VIII, Section 12, Corollary 27 , R (
Ãww xx  4K Y , . . . , Y for indeterminates Y , . . . , Y and for some t. Take K to be1 t 1 t
a suitably large finite algebraic extension of K such that all the eigenvec-
2 a 2 Ã Ã .  .tors on MRrM R can be chosen from MRrM R m K. Now R m KK KÃÃww xx  .( K Y , . . . , Y is also regular and, thus, in the notation of 2.8 , R is an1 t
equicharacteristic complete regular local Noetherian Q-algebra to which
we can apply Theorem 2.14. Finally, Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.13 complete
the proof.
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 .  .The following is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.16 i and ii .
COROLLARY 2.17. Let R be a commutati¨ e Noetherian Q-algebra and let
T be an iterated differential operator ring of commuting deri¨ ations on R. If R
is a regular ring then T is a rep. rep. ring.
3. SOME EXAMPLES
wEXAMPLE 3.1. As an easy illustration of the above results, we justify 8,
x w x w  .xExample 3.14 . So, consider R s C x , T s R u ; x drdx and P s
xT q u T. Then, M s P l R s xR and clearly R is regular so that, byM
 .Corollary 2.16 ii , P is rep. rep. in T. Indeed, since the eigenvector
2  2 .  .x q M R generates MR rM R , we see from Corollary 2.16 iii thatM M M C
wP is strongly rep. rep. in T. This is also verified by direct calculation in 7,
xExample 4.3.1 .
EXAMPLE 3.2. An example satisfying all the hypotheses of Corollary
 .2.16 iii , except that R is not regular, with P rep. rep. but not stronglyM
rep. rep. in T.
 .Thus, in the situation of Corollary 2.16 ii , regularity is not a necessary
w 2 3 x w  .x 2 3condition. Consider R s C t , t , T s R u ; t drdt and M s t R q t R.
Then the prime P s MT q u T is rep. rep. in T although R is notM
regular. To see this, we note that the links are the trivial links, together
with
MT q u y a y 2 T § MT q u y a T , .  .
corresponding to the eigenvector t 2 q M 2R g MR rM 2R , andM M M
MT q u y a y 3 T § MT q u y a T , .  .
corresponding to the eigenvector t 3 q M 2R g MR rM 2R . It followsM M M
that
X P s MT q u y a T : a g 0, 2, 3, 4, . . . , 3 n y 1 4 4 .  .  .n
for each n g N and so
 4r.cl. P s MT q u y a T : a g 0, 2, 3, 4, . . . . 4 .  .
 2 n nq 1 . nq 1  2 nq 1On the other hand, t T q M T rM T and t T q
nq1 . nq1  .M T rM T are ideal links from MT q u y 2n T to P and from
  .. MT q u y 2n q 1 T to P, respectively. Compare these bimodules with
 . . wthe bimodule G defined at E in the proof of Theorem 2.14. 8, Remarkm
 .x2.8 ii now shows that P is rep. rep.
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To see that P is not strongly rep. rep., we find, by direct calculation of
 .  .B P , by a similar argument to that for G in Theorem 2.14, thatny1
 4A P s MT q u y a T : a g 0, 2, 3, 4, . . . , 2n y 1 . 4 .  .n
 w x .  .  .See 7, Example 4.3.2 for details. Clearly, therefore, A P m X P ,n n
except when n s 1 or 2. For instance, we can find a chain of links
MT q u y 6 T § MT q u y 3 T § MT q u T , .  .
each of which corresponds to the eigenvector t 3 q M 2R , and a chain ofM
links
MT q u y 6 T § MT q u y 4 T § MT q u y 2 T § MT q u T , .  .  .
each of which corresponds to the eigenvector t 2 q M 2R . Then, MT qM
 .  .  .  .u y 6 T f A P although MT q u y 6 T g A P , basically because3 4
 3.2 3  2 .3 4t g M , while t f M .
EXAMPLE 3.3. Furthermore, in Corollary 2.16, it is easy to see that
 2 .MR rM R need not be generated by the eigenvectors when P isM M R r M
w x  .strongly rep. rep., even for P / MT. For, we take R s C x, y , d x s y,
 . w xd y s 0, T s R u , and M s xR q yR. Then, up to multiplication by
scalars, there is only one independent eigenvector, y q M 2R , which ofM
 2 .course does not generate MR rM R , and the corresponding link isM M C
 .  4the trivial link. Thus, if P s xT q yT q u T , then X P s P for alln
 .  .n g N and, since P is co-Artinian, we see that B P, P s B P sm m
I rJ X s P my 1rP m which is obviously nonzero. So P is strongly rep. rep.m m
w xby 8, Theorem 2.11 . For a less trivial example, we could have taken
 .d y s y and we would again have found P to be strongly rep. rep.
However, we omit this calculation.
Remark 3.4. In fact, we do not have any example of a prime satisfying
 .the hypotheses of Corollary 2.16 ii which is not strongly rep. rep. or of a
prime which fails to be rep. rep. when R is a domain. Certainly, if R isM M
not a domain, it is easy to obtain examples which are not rep. rep. Indeed,
w xwe have already seen one in 8, 3.14 which in our present notation, we
w x  2: w  .xwrite as R s C x r x , T s R u ; x drdx , and M s xR. Then, as well
as the trivial links, we have the links
xT q u y a y 1 T § xT q u y a T .  .
for all a g C, corresponding to the eigenvector x q M 2R . However, forM
 . w x any prime P of T , Fund P is finite by 11 , T being a P.I. ring. The
 .2 .identity ab y ba s 0 holds for each a and b g T. Consequently, no
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prime of T , other than MT , is rep. rep. For instance, taking P s xT q u T ,
it can be seen that, for each n g N,
X P s MT q u y a T : a g 0, 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 4 4 .  .  .n
while
 4P if n s 1
A P s .n  P , MT q u y 1 T if n G 2. 4 .
 .EXAMPLE 3.5. As a more interesting example than 3.4 , we can take
w x  :  .  .  .R s C x, y r xy , d x s 2 x, d y s 3 y, d a s 0 for all a g C, T s
w xR u ; d and M s xR q yR. Then P s xT q yT q u T is not rep. rep. in T ,
 .although, in this case, Fund P is infinite. The nontrivial links are of the
form
MT q u y a y 2 T § MT q u y a T .  .
MT q u y a y 3 T § MT q u y a T , .  .
corresponding respectively to the eigenvectors x q M 2R and y q M 2R .M M
 .  .It is easy to see that the primes MT q u y 2n T and MT q u y 3n T
 n nq1 . nq1  nare all fundamental, the bimodules x T q M T rM T and y T q
nq1 . nq1M T rM T , respectively, being ideal links to P. Indeed, it can be
shown that, for each n g N,
X P s MT q u y a : a g 0, 2, 3, 4, . . . , 3 n y 1 4 4 .  .  .n
and
A P s MT q u y a : a s 2m or 3m , where 0 F m F n y 1 . 4 .  .n
 .  .As in Example 3.2, A P m X P , except when n s 1 or 2. However,n n
 .  .unlike 3.2 , P is not even rep. rep. For example, MT q u y 5 T , which
arises by connecting together a link corresponding to each eigenvector, is
not fundamental, essentially because xy s 0 in R.
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